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Incentive
grant hike
proposed

MUDDY STATE

By MICHELE CARLTON
News Editor

Photo by JUD COOK

In addition to planned activities at the All-Greek Fest
on Cutchin Field Saturday, one group of Murray State
University students found another way to entertain

themselves with a little help from a mud puddle. Not
only did students play games during the day, but
they were able to raise $150 for Habitat for Humanity.

Incentive grant students
may see a raise in their fall
tuition if a proposal passes
the Board of Regents.
The incentive grants task
force will propose a change
in the amount of the grants to
a flat fee of $2,000 per year to
the Board of Regents next
week because of limited
funds resulting from the
recent budget crunch.
This flat fee will be a
change from the surcharge
on an in-state tuition rate
that incentive grant students
now pay.
Don
Kassing,
vice
president of University
relations and administrative
services, said the reason for
the proposal is that Murray
State University simply
cannot afford to continue to
keep the incentive grants at

Incentive Grant Propouf •
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the present rates.
"I would think, as a
Kentucky resident, you
would want to look at this
program," he said. "As a
Kentucky resident, you are
subsidizing students from
Southern Illinois, Tennessee
and Indiana. We don't have
as much mom•y to invest in
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Fine Arts to get face lift

MSU policy mirrors
new familY- leave act

By AMY GREWE
,Aea·, ..nl Newa-Sdilor

By ILEIGH LANDINI
Associate Editor

Faculty and staff members who need to take a leave of
absence for family reasons will have greater leniency
under a Murray State University policy that will become
effective in July than the federal regulations that other
businesses will offer.
Frank Julian, associate professor of political science,
legal studies and criminal justice and former chairman of
the Faculty Senate's handbook committee, said the
committee had anticipated federal legislation, but it did not
expect tho legislation and the Murray State plan to
compliment each other.
"It appears that we did come close," Julian said.
Please see FAMILY
Page 12

Design plana are in
piO&ftU to give the old Fine
Arts Building some longawaited renovation.
The project, which will
begin in June and last about
18 months, will rebuild the
interior of the building. This
includes installing new
elevators, tearing down
walls and desi~g a new
entrance.
"The recital hall will be
the only thing you will be
able to recognize," Ed West,
director of the physical plant,
said.
The project was authorized
by the 1990 General

Aaaembly for $3.5 million.
West said discussion of
renovating tlie tiuilding
began about 16 yean ago.
"We have to compete with
everyone else in Kentucky,"
he said. "We're {Murray
State) allowed to have so
much debt and Kentucky is
allowed to have so much debt.
It's just been a long process."
West said many of the
building's problema are
because of its age.
"It's
really
not
a
functional space anymore,"
he said. "It no longer meets
the program requirements."
West said the building is
not in compliance with all
life safety requirements and
the
Americans
with

Disabilities Act (ADA).
"Fi.i-8 escapes are not up to
standard with. today's fire
codes," he said. "And there
are no elevators for people
with disabilities to get
between .floors."
An asbestos abatement
must be done before
construction can begin.
"All asbestos-containing
material must be removed
from the building," he said.
"This is primarily floor tile
and pipe insulation."
Gary Hunt, Dean of the
College of Fine Arts and
Communications,
said
finding space to hold claases
which are usually held in the
building should not be a
problem.

'We have been wor:~ on
that for 18 months," he said.
The new l"ine ' Arts
Building, the old Induatry
and Technology Building,
Faculty Hall and Ordway
Hall are among the
buildinga which will be uaed
during the renovation ..
"We've already moved
some of the programs from
there," West said.
Hunt said he is looking
forward to the changes.
"We believe we have a
very strong music and art
department and we're excited
about having a facility which
will represent the quality of
the program," Hunt said.

Facuity discuss RSEC
By JENNIFER MOORE
Copy Editor

In light of recent state
budget cuts in higher
education, concern over the
operation of the proposed
Regional Special Events
Center was discussed during
Tuesday's meeting of the
Murray State University
Faculty Senate.
Winfield Rose, chair of the
Faculty Senate finance
committee, presented the
Senate members with
information concerning the
Show Me Center at Southeast
Missouri State University,
which is somewhat similar to
what has been proposed at
Murray State.
According to information

compiled by Rose, the
operating budget for the Show
Me Center is $800,000 per
year.
The
university
contributes an estimated 25
percent toward that total
which
covers
various
university functions such as
graduation.
The center raises the
remaining $600,000 itself
through
entertainment
events, consumer and trade
shows and large banquets.
Through these sources the
center has generated a
surplus,
according
to
information compiled by
Rose.
"This
surplus
is
accumulated in a fund
balance of two parts. One is
designated a repair and

maintenance fund and the
other ia undeaignated," Rose
said.
The undesignated fund
does not go into the
university's general fund or
to support athletics. It is kept
to cover an operating deficit
should one occur.
"The construction ia a done
deal and now we have to
consider how to pay for the
coat of operation, how to
attract events and how to
market this facility," Rose
said.
Because the Show Me
Center has its own power
generating plant, SEMO does
not have the burden of paying
for its electricity.
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Several Murray State University supporters gathered Tuesday morning to dlscuH the
proposed Regional Special Events Center. Those pictured Include lett, Ed West,
director of the MSU Physical Plant and right, Nick Warren a Paducah architect.
Construction of the center should begin In March 1994 and be open November
1995. The state will pay $18 million of the estimated $20 million coat. An additional
$221,882 Is needed to meet the University's pledge $2 million for the center.
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The big picture

College basketball teams are preparing to
enter arenas for post-season play, but what Is
college sports' effect on the fans, players and
coaches.
Fanscome In all shapes and sizes as well as
support levels for the team. Coaches face a
tough job everyday, and players juggle sports
with academics and college life.
This week, The Murray State News examines this issue.
Stories on Page 5
f

Tour Scotland

Index

Several campus groups are
sponsoring a two-week study tour of
Scotland May 30 through June12. The
tour Includes visits to Blair Castle and
Pitlochry, the home of the Murray clan,
as well as Glasgow, Edinburgh,
Inverness, St. Andrews and the Isles of
Skye, Mull and lona.
Cost is $2,295 per person. The first
$1 ,000 is due in March with the
remainder due April1. The cost covers
round-trip transportation from Nashville
and hotel accomodations for 12 nights.
Call 762-4159 or 1-800-668-7654 for
more information.
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Room shows
signs of

occupancy

By JASON CR_O_S_S_ __

Marketing results net
profits for University
arketing
Msu
By LEIGH LANDINI

Reporter

Associate Edi!or

In the Feb.19 issue of The
M urray State News,
someone was reported to be
living in the laundry room
on the 600 block of College
Courts.
Joe Green, associate
director of public safety,
said that he received a call
from Bobby Marshall,
foreman of builcling trades
at the physical plant, at 1:33
p.m. Feb. 12.
Earlier reports said that
the situation occurred in
t he
l aundry
room .
However, Marshall said he
reported that the lock on the
center storage room door
was broken.
Green said public safety .
investigated the report and
found a table, some chairs,
a mirror and some cooking
items in the room.
Public safety responded to
the signs by changing the
lock on the center storage
room door, he said.
Green said that if
someone was caught living
in a University area like
this, they would be subject
to criminal charges and a
fine ranging from $100 to

$500.

March 4, 1993

In addition to targeting
prospective students in
Murray State University's
five-state
region, the
University hopes to take its
marketing efforts to larger
cities to increase enrollment
and generate additional
revenue.
After months of market
research, Murray State
officials are beginning to
formalize a marketing plan
for recruiting more students.
However, the market
research is not just a task
that is only completed once
and then discarded. Instead,
it is an on-going process,
said Gerald Hunter, budget
analyst.
"There's always going to
be an informal marketing
plan," said Paul Bylaska,
budget director and one of the
staff members preparing the
plan. "What we're trying to
do now is formalize this.n

enrollment
equals
additional
money for
schools, said Don Kassing,
vice president for University
relations and administrative
services . The increase in
enrollment also gives the
University "flexibility" in
securing funding, he said.
If the University is
successful in increasing
enrollment, the revenue
should be put back into the
instructional budget to protect
the quality of academic
programs.
One of MSU's selling
points to both in-stat~
students and out-of-state
students ia the high quality
of academic programs,
Kassing said.
The Board of Regents also
gave the administrators a
goal to increa se full-time
students by 600 students a
year, he said.
"It's not so much ttying to
t a rget the out-of-state
students," Bylaska said.
"We're trying to make
students in the region aware
of Murray State Universicy."

One reason behind all the
work in marketing is the
possibility of additional
revenue for the University in
a time when state funding
remains an uncertain issue.
Universities are funded
according to enrollment
figures .
Increased

rrftank§
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NEWSBRIEFS
Students publis h papers
Three Murray State students specializing in special educat ion had an abstract of their papers published in Phi Delta
Kappa. They researched the current status of the Kentucky
Education Reform Act of 1990 as a project for a special education class titled "Curriculum and Instruction for Leal'ning
Disabled and Behavior Disordered St udents."
Kimberly Rakestraw, a senior from Slaughters, wrote on
"Collaborative Teaching." Carla Jones Major, a junior from
Cadiz, wrote on "Cooperative Learning." Amy Ba iley, a
sophomore from Murray, wrote about "KERA and Par en t
Involvement.''

"Our primary market is
western Kentucky," Kassing
said. "That's where the
major energy should be
spent."
Other areas of Kentucky
are second-priority and outof-state students rank third
in priority, he said.
However, the University
still wants to make an
outreach effort to students in
larger markets such as
Nashville, Memphis, St.
Louis and other metropolitan
markets within about a threeto-five hour range of Murray
State, Kassing said.
In order to achieve the goal
of pulling students from
these larger markets plus the
western Kentucky area,
financial resources must be
deposited in offices such as
school relations that are
involved in the recruitment
process.
Currently, Murray State
University only spends about •
one-half percent of the total
budget
on
marketing
techniques, and even with
the increases, the figure is
still less than one percent of
the University's $75 million
operational budget, Kassing
said.

Week in Preview
• Meeting. Student law Association, 3:30p.m. today, Barkley Room .
Rick Jones, representing Chase law School, speaking.
• Workshop. " Introduction to AutoCad" designed for engineering
and architectural drawing, 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m . March 4-5 in room
254 of the Martha layne Collins Center. Cost is $200 per person. Call
762·3392.
•
• Workshop. " Intermediate AutoCad" 8:30 a.m. to 4:30p.m. March
8-10 in room 254 of the Martha Layne Collins Center. Cost is $275 per
person. Call 762-3392.
• Workshop. " Introduction to Programmable Controller Using the
Allen-Bradley PLC-5" training course, 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. March
8-12 1n room 254 of the Martha layne Collins Center. Cost is $500 per
person. Call 762-3392.
• Meeting. Board of Regents reschecjuled for March 12-13, Wells.
Hall.
• Interviews. Representatives from the Sherwin-Williams Company
and landmark Community Newspapers March 17 for on-'campus Interviews. Call Placement Services at 762-3735.
• Forum. Julie Lovins and Sharon Aelds from the department of
sociology, anthropology and social work will speak on the " Development of an Instrument for Assessing Interviewing Skills," 12:30 to 1:30
p.m. Wednesday, March 17, Curris Center Ohio Room.
• Awsreness Week. The fourth annual Severe Storms Awareness
Week. March 14-20. Statewide warning dissemination test will be conducted. Day and time to be announced.
• Meeting. Student Alumni Association general meeting, 5 p.m.,
Thursday, March 18. Cumberland room of the Curris Center. Anyone
wishing to seek an elected office must attend.

Editor's Note: This article fs the second in a series on marketing.
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The "Price" means savings.
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KROGER Lean 1Hmmed
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WHITE POTATOES
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PORK CHOPS
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T URKEY BREAST

~/' $ 549

"\1'

lb.

28

$

• All White Meat

Fillets or Cajun Strips
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Bun Size
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CHICKEN
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PREMIUM SALTINES

$
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VIEWPOINT

.•

.•
EDITORIAL

Change might grant
incentive to skip MSU
While MSU should be praised for its new
marketing plan designed to expand the
University's recruiting range, it appears that
those out-of-staters from areas closer to Murray,
and consequently, perhaps the University itself,
may suffer as a result.
In an effort to decrease the cost of the Incentive
Grant Program to the University, the method of
figuring awards would be changed from the
current way of subtracting resident tuition from
non-resident tuition and adding a $400 surcharge
per semester to granting a flat $1,000 per
semester award. The change would result in
undergraduate students from border counties
paying an additional $200 next year and graduate
students shelling out an extra $520.
This plan, would result in a $330,000 savings the
first year with $100,000 going toward minority
scholarships for in-state students and $230,000
slated for the school relations office in the form of
promotional material and an increased operating
budget to offset the costs of expanded recruiting.
The new marketing program will only need to
attract 29 new undergraduates paying out-ofstate tuition in order to recoup these initially
invested funds.
However, between 1986 and 1989 MSU enjoyed a
steady increase in enrollment by students from
border counties. When the frrst $200 surcharge
was added to the program for the 1990 school
year, incentive grant enrollment plummeted by
21.6 percent, including a decrease of 46.3 percent
in graduate enrollment. While graduate
enrollment increased the next year, that increase
could not offset a 3. 7 percent decline in
undergraduate enrollment and the increase in
the surcharge last year to $400 has resulted in
another 6 percent drop in overall incentive grant
enrollment. Enrollment from border counties this
year is 321 students fewer than when the first
surcharge was imposed.
If undergraduate incentive enrollment declines
at the 1992 rate of 7.2 percent, MSU would have to
attract 31 out-of-state freshmen, on top of the
original 29, just to financially break even. If the
drop equals 1990's, 71 more, a total of 100 new
undergrade, would be needed to stay in the black.
And this does not even begin to address the
problems associated with the University's goal of
increased enrollment numbers.
Before radically altering the Incentive Grant
Program, MSU administrators need to consider
how this may affect the University in the long
run. The advantages to be gained by an expanded ·
recruiting base are countless, but so are the
disadvantages by alienating the base we already
have, and before MSU makes that move, we need
to make sure that the bird in our hand is worth
sacrificing for the pair in the bush.
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You have no~
voice if you
don't use it
I used to laugh at my
mother's college scrapbooks .
Page after page of students
in double-knit polyester
holding signs, having sit-ins
and yes, even burning down
administration buildings.
I can't remember a time
when she wasn't wishing for
the return of polyedter and
protesters (two things that are
in her mind, forever linked).
After one look at pictures of
her flourescent
green
polyester pantsuit, I ,s oon
tuned her out.
But recently the images of
those protesters have been
going through my mind.
What •ever happened to
them?
What happened to the idea
that students could change,
not just their university, but
the world?
What those students were
fighting for seemed to be
trivial to me at one time.
They wanted to be able to
come and go off campus
without
first
getting
The
imperfection
of permission.
condoms in preventing
Female students wanted to
pregnancy and especially of be able to wear pants on
preventing the transference of
AIDS and STD's is well
documented (see "In Defense
of a Little Virginity ,1o and
Think again.
professor Burt Folsom's letter
Are you forced to wear
to the editor, page 4; The dresses or suits on campus?
Murray State News, Feb. 19,
Don't you have the right to
1993).
go "south" as much as you
Considering the current want?
trends of our judicial system
Students do have the ability
it is not very difficult to
imagine a university such as to make changes in their
Murray State being sued world.
because of the failure of a
We have a say about
condom--causing AIDS or whether or not we want
another disease-which it sold. condom machines in our
I have heard of a university dorms.
that
decided
against
installing condom machines We can voice our opinions
for this very reason, and about raises in fees and
tuition.
rightly so.
We can make a difference.
Murray State University
(l
feel like breaking into a
certainly cannot risk an
astronomical lawsuit that rousing chorus of "We Are .
could result from a failed the World").
'
condom, which is not
But not only do students
uncommon.
have a voice, faculty, staff·
Jwain C. White and yes, even administrators
are covered under the First
Amendment. (No, that's not
the one about bearing arms. :
It's that free speech thing).

Machines are a mistake
Dear Editor:
I do not think it would be in
the best interest of the students
or of Murray State University
as a whole to install condom
machines in the residence
halls.
By
placing
condom
machines in the residence
halls, the administration of
Murray State University
would be giving a stamp of
approval on sexual activity
outside of marriage. But sex
outside of marriage leads to
much of the pain we find in
our
society:
sexually
transmitted diseases, AIDS,
unwanted
pregnancies,
abortion, unstable marriages,
broken hearts and life~long
emotional scars.
Condom machines thus
· would not be in line with
Murray State's goal to
" ... develop intellect and
character consistent with the
highest goals of society."
Many argue that the
University would not be
encouraging
sexual

promiscuity, but would simply
be helping to protect those who
would be sexually active
anyway.
However, I believe /lf,,ir the
students of Murray S~;)are
wise
enough
to "'' use
contraceptives
when
participating in pre-marital
intercourse and even are
educated enough and have
enough restraint not to
participate unless we have
contraceptives.
And an ample supply of
contraceptives is available in
Murray, even at Health
Services.
But
having
condoms
literally at our fingertips just
downstairs instead of across
campus could make the
difference for many--not
whether they use a condom or
not, but whether they allow
passion to lead to intercourse
that night or not.
Finally, Murray State
should not install condom
machines in the resid€'nce
halls because of legal risks.

MSU workers don't work

111 Wilson Hall
2609 University Station
Murray State Univenity
Murray, Kentucky 42071
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females. I have also seen productive manner. Gee, I bet
many workers hiding out education could really use
until it is time to go home.
this money.
The idea of people getting
I know that I am not the
paid for doing nothing and only one who feels this way.
some who are not needed Many are concerned with the
really irritates me. This aftershocks of a letter of this
problem is very similar to the kind. I wanted to be the one to
one the U.S. government has break the ice so others who felt
been confronted with: too this way could express their
many workers on the payroll opinions. I urge anyone who
who are not needed. I believe feels this way or has any
The majority of the workers the wages which go to this ideas to let everyone know
just drive around all day outrageous number of workers about it!
John T. Wooten
looking and whistling at could be used in a more

Dear Editor:
I have one question. Do we
have enough University
workers? I have a hard time
understanding how tuition
can continue to increase and
at the same time have as
many University workers as
MSU employs. I have a
problem with what these
workers actually do while
they are on the time clock.

Dr. Ann L. Landini
Adviser

J--.
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Racer fans let team down
Dear Editor:
The first thing that comes to
mind is shame, shame,
shame.
During the game on
Monday night (Feb. 22), the
guys on the Racer basketball
team made some mistakes.
However, the biggest
mistake was made by the
fans. When the team really
needed you, you let them
down. A fan is defined as "an
enthusiastic follower of a
sport or entertuinment."
Whvt., was the t!nthutnabfll 'l

Your opinions and ideas
are things no one can
control.
Try using them sometime.
If you don't like the food in
Winslow, stage a hunger
strike and refuse to eat.

Can't stand the idea of
another hike in tuition and
fees?

I

Herb BaDb, .J&Dloe FtlJpe, Am'y ONwe, .Kelly..._.., .Jenatfer Wobll.b. _ .
t.ant edlton; Heather Bep.J, pPhiu eddor, .JeDilJter Moore, Patrtolr. Rockey,
wpy editor.; llarltA.d--. JC*bua WUkN,IDuatraton; Pul Dtx-, ADdna
..UU..O Jllllfka:D, Seott N~, JeDD!fer n-1& Stewari, .t.ft' writ.r-1; Terry
Harewood, Mnior ltd'wrlt.r; lieU.. F&n~qm, Tba Notoo-, p~phml; Carrie
Brady, uaiatant advel'tillnJ JDIItla«er. Dawu Marie W~, bualn•• manaser; Jll.
ob.ael Blaoll.buns, KJa Dwdap, S.u FI.D.Dep.D. .Jaraea Jot~Ua. 8tepbaDI4o Marray, advnti8iJ1a aal••: 8taoey Au.&ID, AD'- B-.-, Mary Batlr.al, Sbaaaoa
~er.~Molntlre,DawnPalmer,advertillingpToduction, Vlrfbai&Buob--.
Charita Joh!woD, trylttema morutlltl"ll; Matt Pneboom, pduate o1elltanq Or.We

No one is immune from it.
Free speech is not just for
newspapers or television.
It's for everyone, from your
little
sister to your
grandmother.
No one can take your voice
away.

Write your congressman.

Think the administration
Considering
the
great players on the floor plus
importance of this last home coaching the fans in the is paying attention to you?
game, it was vital for the guys stands. And it was even more
Grab a few friends and
on your team to know that you pathetic when the players
were with them and behind themselves had to encourage picket Wells Hall.
Think condom machines
them, pushing them to a you (the fans) to encourage
in the dorms are immoral?
victory. Their loss was our them.
Guys (men's basketball Write a letter to the editor.
loss . A packed Racer Arena
team),
you didn't disappoint
became another example of
There are thousands of
as
much
as
we
quantity not being equal to us
quality. In case you didn't disappointed you. Keep up the ways for you to let your voice
know, it was a time to be hard work, and good luck in be heard
the OVC tournament.
heard as well as seen.
If you attend the OVC
Don't just stand back and
tournament,
yell
with
all
your
let
others rule your world.
I thought that it was awful
Take l:l stand Mak\! your
for Coach Edg11r to have to heart!
Phyllib A . Webbet mum pruud. ·
COJh.!Cllll'ULL Oh .. vachih){ Lhll
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Having a ball

by JAMES G. LOCKWOOD

More than just a game, collegiate athletics is a psyche

For fans, emotions come with athletics
Maybe it is the feeling of a
sunny afternoon, sitting in
the open air enjoying the
competition of man with good
friends.
Maybe it is the intimacy of
a small arena, with the air
hanging heavy as the world
stops for 40 minutes while the
identity and prestige of a
certain community is on the
line.
Or maybe it is the rush of
adrenaline Q.owing through
the bodies of everyone
present, living his dream
through a 19-year-old pushing
himself to the edge.
Whatever the reason,
collegiate athletics draws
fans to stadiums, ball fields
and arenas. For some, it is a
chance to get together with
family and friends and
enjoy good entertainment.
For others, collegiate
athletics is a surreal world of
gladiators representing the
pressures of every man
watching, with every play
giving the fan a natural high
or a pressure release.
But hardly can an athletic
event be called just a game.
In a country that spans a
continent with athletic events
broadcast world-wide, a win
can not only gives a school
regional prestige but national recognition.
And as that team is
propelled into the national
spot~ight, so are ,its fans,
making every game ". an
emotional rollerooaster for
those watching.
"Obviously, when they are
winning there is more
emotion involved," said
Ralph Holmes, a Tennessee
State University fan.
For Tennessee State,
turning the basketball
program
around
and
, stealing the Ohio Valley
Conference crown from
Murray State University, a
school that has owned the
crown for the past halfdecade, has propelled TSU
into the national spotlight.
It has also given the fans a
little more to cheer about, a
little more self-esteem.
"We're number one," is
all that could be heard from
the visiting section in Racer
Arena when TSU won the
crown.

The spirit of the game - - - - - - •
Researchers at the Univeslty of Alabama and Aublim University
found that games with high emotional intensity can distort a fan's
outlook on events. They used the Dec. 1, 1990 Iron Bowl football
game between the two schools and the evolving events In the
Persian Gulf for their study. Alabama won the game.
Aubum
fans

•
•

Alabama
fans

20.000

40,000

fans polled before the game
fans polled after 1he game

60,000

80,000

Games do not provide a
good time for (from left)
Kevin
Bennett,
Lance
A lison, J.T. Harris, Jeff
Plskos, Doug Bell, Joey
Bazzell
and
Natha n
Harmon, but rather these
guys bring the good times
to the basketball games.
For them, the games are a
way to relieve stress.
Signs
not
only
add
atmosphere an d Identity
for the fans, but they give
the fans a connection to
the coach and t ha team.
Photos by JAMES LOCKWOOD

number of American caaualtles 1here might
be if The U.S. goes to war against Iraq
Source: JOURNAL OF BROAD ASTING
A ELECTRONIC MEDIA

For Murray fans, watching
their team fall from glory
brought on other emotions.
Dana Hite, freshman from
Camde:q, Tenn., said games
can
make
him
feel
disappointed.
Nathan
Harmon,
sophomore political science
major from Murray, said
disappointed is not quite the
word but the feeling is just
the same.
"I think discouraged is a
better word," he said.
No matter what the word,
though, Daniel Wann, a
psychologist who studies
sports fans, said favorite
teams losing definitely
affects individuals.
''There is no douot that it
bothers people," he said.
He gave the example of the
city of Buffalo after the Super
Bowl as signs that fans can
be affected by a tough loss.
"I'm sure a lot of Buffalo
residents did not got to work
on Monday after the Super
Bowl," he said.
However, Wann said there
are other reasons than just·
emotional tying fans to
collegiate athletics.

The college fan
Wann said there are
basically three reasons why
a fan might go to a ball game
and have allegiance to a
specific team.
• The teams play at the
school where a student is
attending, a community

raphlc by JAMES LOCKWOOD

where the fan's identity
exist. "You're always here,"
Wann said. "You have just
that much more of your
identity wrapped up in
Murray State."
• The fan pays for the
athletic events. Wann said
many people go to events to
make sure they get what they
are paying for through
activity and other student
fees.
· • Where a parent attended
school can also have an
affect on a fans loyalty. ''You
tend to go with where yoUl'
parents attended school," he
said.
Wann also said many
students find going to games
conveiiient. DUring college,
he said, many students have
more time to attend games
since they generally do not
have families or careers
about which to worry.
"That's a time-period in
you life when you have time
to go to a game," he said.
The degree to which a fan
is loyal, though, is entirely
different.

>hl!'

identified sports leag~f.l},
moderately identified fans
and lowly identified fans.
For the latter, no matter
how a team performs, the fan
will not go to a game.
As for moderate fane,
Wann said these are the
people that cause fluctuation
in attendence figures. These
are the "band-wagon" fans
who only come to games
when the team wins.
The most notable of the
Fan extremes
fans is the highly identified
fan.
From the fan who sits and
"No matter what the team
watches a 'game passively to does they will stick with
the fan that paints his body or them," Wann1 said.
yells obscenities at the
For these fans, he said the
referees on a bad call, people team becomes an extension
get involved in games in of themselves.
different ways.
"Everything that happens
Wann said psychologists happens to them," he said.
classify fans into one of
He said it is also these fans
three
levels:
highly who usually donate large

Coaches work more than title implies
Becoming a collegiate
coach is like stepping into the
winner's circle of an auto
race - there are a lot of hats
to wear.
Ask any collegiate coach
and he will say his job is not
just limited to the sport of
choice; it is a job that
involves parenting, selling,
representing and planning.
"It is about everything you
ever want to write about,"
said Scott Edgar, head men's
basketball coach. "I don't
think anything can be more
challenging."
"It's not a job, it's a life,"
said Kelly Breazeale, head
women's basketball coach.
Yet, for these career sports
enthusiasts, striking a
balance between being a
successful professional and
doing what is best for their
student/athletes takes a
different attitude. Breazeale
said it is those coaches who
realize the people they are
coaching a.r e students who
become the success stories.
"The better coach is the one
who pays attention to the
human factor," she said.
"That's where the great
ones urc grent -- between

Photo by JAMES LOCKWOOD

Brenda Bowlin's duties do
not end when the volleyball game is over.

being a great coach and an
average
coach,"
said
Houston Nutt, head men's
football coach.
He said many coaches are
so driven to success that
college ball is only a
business.

"I want to make it fun," he
said.
Edgar said the main thing
a coach and a player have to
keep in mind is that a
university is designed for
learning. It is sports that
allows the student to learn,
he said.
Collegiate sports do not just
require a coach, though. Most
coaches will say they are
educators, too.
Edgar said he teaches selfesteem, dedication and how
to deal with success and
failure. It is a mix that
complements the education
the student/athletes receive
in the academic arena.
"Our relationship goes
together," Breazeale said of
coaches and professors. "I'm
not here as a coach but as an
educator."
"Coaching is so much
teaching," said Brenda
Bowlin, head women's
volleyball coach.
Bowlin said teaching the
students to be responsible and
placing priorities in the right
order strike a nice balance
between athletics and
academics. By recruiting

players with high grade point
averages and maintaining
those grades in college, it is
easier for her players to
carry a name for themselves
as great players and as
students.
However, most of what
coaching comes down to is
mental, not academic.
Planning strategies, going
with the gut feeling and
having the right attitude
makes a collegiate coach,
Nutt said.
Not liking to lose,
Breazeale said, lends to a lot
of mental preparation.
"We have egos and we
want the pressure," she said.
N utt said it is the selfimposed pressure that is the
greatest and makes him
coach to his potential.
"They can't put more
pressure on me than I'm
going to put on myself, .. he
said
of
fans
and
administrators.
Edgar said there are only a
few people who he tries to
please.
''I please Scott Edgar and
my family," he said.

sums of money to athletic professional athletics, but for
programs, where as moderate collegiate athletics, there is a
notch higher.
fans just pay to see a game.
"There's a feeling that the
A team's performance,
though, can affect how much college athlete is playing
some highly-identified fans because he wants to," he said.
will give.
And when a college athlete
Van Haverstock, president succeeds at what he is doing,
of the Racer Athletic Wann said many fans feel
Association, said there are like they can do anything,
several times members of the too.
association will give less
''You are more likely to get
money
due
to
the a riot after a win because the
performance of the team.
fans have this feeling of
"A lot of people dropped invincibility," he said.
However, for fans like Bob
football because of the
lackluster showing," he said. Billington, who has been
But to be a member of the attending Murray State
association, a booster club for basketball games for 35
athletics, members still have years, great wins are
to pay a certain amount, nothing to become destructive
keeping them connected to about, but there are things to
scream about.
the University's athletics.
"Outstanding athletic
W ann said most of these
fans can also be seen in moves excite m(\," he said.

Pressure surrounds athletes
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•
Travel planned for break
By PAMELA R.

DIXON

Staff Writer

Nick Smith, junior
psychology major from
Hawesville, wants to spend his
Spring Break with the king.
King of rock and roll, that is.
"I'm going to visit Elvis'
home, Grace]and, in Memphis,"
Smith said.
Smith also wants to go visit
Beale Street in Memphis.
"Beale Street has lots of outdoor bands and bars that are
held outside," Smith said.
Wendy Boucher, elementary
education major from
Dyersburg, said she plans to
celebrate Spring Break by helping others.
"I'm going to Florida with the
Baptist Student Union on a
mission trip," Boucher said.
Boucher said she and other
students will be working with
victims of the hurricane in
Miami.
"We'll be painting, working
with construction and teaching
Bible studies,'' Boucher said.

Boucher said BSU members
will also take time out for fun.
"Towards the end of the week
we will be going to Odando,"
she said. "We also plan to visit
Epcot Center, Walt Disney
World and MGM studios."
Sarah Ferguson, freshman
nursing major from Evansville,
Ind., plans to take a cruise to
the Bahamas for Spring Break.
"I plan to lay out during the
day and .shop," Ferguson said.
Ferguson said she plans to
make a stop in Fort Lauderdale
before catching a plane in
Miami and boarding the ship.
"I'm really excited about the
trip," Ferguson said.
Jim Peterson, senior wildlife
biology major from AI vaton,
plans to get back to nature during Spring Break.
"I'm going to London (Ky.) to
work with the U.S. Forest Service and help them to count the
red-cock headed woodpecker in
the area," said Peterson.
Peterson said he thinks the
trip will be good experience for

him in his future career.
"I hope this will set up a good
relationship between the Murray State Wildlife Society and
and the U.S. Forest Service,"
Peterson said.
Amy Kaufman, junior
dietetics major from Paducah,
said she is going to spend time
with her mother during Spring
Break.
"My mom and I are going to
Nashville to shop," Kaufman
said. "We're also going to check
out the riverboat gambling
casino in Metropolis, Ill."
Kaufman also plans to catch
up on her studying.
"I'm going to finish up some
papers and a project," she said.
"After that I'm going to relax."
Jill Cloud, freshman elemen·
tary education major from Marshall County, plans to rest and
relax during the break.

"I want to rest and perhaps go
visit some friends at other
universities," Cloud said.

Kim Halsted, freshman
undeclared major from Columbia, Tenn., plans to go job hunting in her free titne.
"I want to look for a job and
watch some soaps," Halsted
said.
Other students plan to learn
skills during the break.
Angela Luh, sophomore drafting and design major from
Taiwan, wants to learn to drive
during Spring Break.
"l plan to rent a car and do
some practicing," Luh said.
Dean Hoff, junior history major from Dover, Tenn., is planning to get his certification for
scuba diving in the Bahamas.
"I heard about the scuba class
(PHE 112) my freshman year
and I wanted to take it," Hoff
said. "To become certified, I
have to make four open water
dives."
Hoff also plans to work
toward advanced certification
while in the Bahamas.

Photo by MELISSA FARNUM

Humans are not alone In wishing warm weather would
arrive. This horse, whose home Is at the West Kentucky
Exposition Center, sniffs the air, longing for a breath of
warm air that signifies the coming of spring.
...

Students dream
of spring fun
By KELL V MENSER
Assistant Campus Life Editor

With remnants of last week's snow storm t~till lying
around campus in icy chunks and puddles, Murray State
University students dream of warmer weather and outdoor
activities.
Brian Dahlin, senior accounting major from Marion, m.,
said he likes spring because the warm weather allows him to
play such sports as tennis and golf.
However, he said the rain that often comes with the season is
not a welcome sight.
Dahlin also likes spring because of what it foreshadows.
"I like it mainly because school .is about to end and
summer vacation is on the way," he said.
Some students try to experience summer vacation a little too
early by skipping classes when the first gust of warm
weather comes.
Shawna Thomas, sophomore child development major from
Sacramento, said she often fmds herself in this situation.
"I find it difficult to go to class every day, especially when
Photo by MELISSA FARNUM
you only have one class,'' Thomas said.
Although these yellow flowers have many different names such as March flowers and jonquils, they are easily
As a senior, however, Dahlin said he is no longer tempted
recognized. However, the cold weather has put a damper on their progress this year. Typically, these flowers can
to skip class even on the prettiest of days.
be found everywhere by the first of March, but they have not been able to bloom In large quantities because of
"Classes kind of dictate that you need to go," Dahlin said.
the weather.
"I don't really have a problem with it anymore."
Though she is new to the college scene, Amy Smith,
freshman mathematics major from Graham, does not think
she will suffer from "summeritis" so much that she will
miss class.
•
"I will make myself go to class because I have to do well to
some of the new spring be able to come back here next year," Smith said.
pinstripes for a dressier look and flamingo, Atkins said.
By JENNIFER STEWART
Still, some students said there are things that make
The most popular materials fashions and likes them.
and colored denim, Atkins
Staff Writer
skipping
class worthwhile.
this spring are silk and
''I like the shirts with the
The winter blues are out said.
Will
Bennett,
junior criminal justice major from
Women can look forward linen, she said.
ruffles on the sleeves," Gill
.Jtd the forecast looks warm
Mayfield,
said
the
chance
to spend time with hie Alpha Tau
Clothing trends seem to said. "I've already bought
and bright - the spring to shorter skirts and shorts
Omega
brothers
would
be
an
example.
change so rapidly that a one."
this season, Thweatt said.
fashion forecast, that is.
"If
it
was
really
warm
and somebody was playing
Colored denim is also money-saving tip is to
Mishel Bly, freshman volleyball or basketball at the house, I'd probably skip class
Renee Thweatt, salesperson
at Corn-Austin, said bright popular for women, as well aimply keep old clothing and business administration and go over there," Bennett said.
reds, yellows and blues will as· striped shorts, "fit and wait for it to come back in major from Chicago, Ill., has
Lea Madden, freshman undeclared major from Big Sandy,
flare" dresses accessorized style.
not seen much of the new Tenn., also enjoys springtime sports.
be popular this spring.
"One thing that people spring clothing.
"For men, silk shirts, polo by hats and chambray and
Madden said some of his fondest memories are of spring
should
have kept is long
ruffi.ed
shirts,
Atkins
said.
style shirts and denim shorts
"I spend about $50 to $100 a training with his high school baseball team.
are hot," said Karie Atkins,
To accompany the bright denim skirts; they're back month on clothing," Bly
However, this warm weather activity has not always
assistant
manager
at colored clothing, there are in," Atkins said.
said. "I try to keep up with provided good memories for Madden.
Maurice's.
some new colors hitting the
Ronna
Gill,
senior the trends, but I don't go
"I remember one practice I couldn't catch anything except
The men's line will fashion scene. These include advertising major from overboard to try to stay on top for that one that hit me between the eyes," Madden said. "The
"" consist of stripes, plaid or butter yellow, ke.l ly green Louisville, said she has seen of them."
coach really ran us hard that day."

Classics, colors in for season

t

!

Spring Break Basics----Tips for a more organized Spring Break trip:
• Plan early, start in January to get the
best rate.
• Be aware that all bookings require a
deposit to guarantee reservations.
• Appoint a group leader to handle the
payment and arrangements.
Source: JANNA T1DWELL, THE VACAT10N STATION

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY
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A bounty of beauty

For some students, the idea of grubbing in
the dirt brings back memories of days long
forgotten.
However, for members of the Horticulture
Club, working with plants helps them go on
various trips to botanical gardens and flower
shows.
With their spring sale drawing nearer, club
members spend more time working at the
greenhouse preparing their wares for market.
Story on page 7

Travel plans for fall

Spring activities

If the idea of spending the fall
semester taking classes in Regensburg,
Germany sounds appealing, then you
should begin making plans to participate
in the "Semester in Regens~urg"
program.
Students will take courses which will
include excursions, visitations and
cultural events.
All courses are for Murray State credit
and no prior knowledge of German is
required.
For more information, contact Dr. Fred
Miller at 762-6206 or Marcie Johnson at
762-4152.

If you are tired of traditional weekend
activities and want to do something a
little different, two museums have
opened for the season.
Wickliffe Mounds, museum and
archaeological site, is located on
Highway 51 in Wickliffe. It is open from
9 a.m. to 4:30p.m. da;·}'. For admission
prices and more information, contact
the museum at (502) 335-3681.
The National Scouting Museum is
located on campus and is open from 9
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Tuesday through
Saturday and 12:30-4:30 p.m. Sundays.
For more information, call762·3383.
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Club to benefit from April plant sale
By AMY WILSON
Campus Life Editor

Although grubbing in the
dirt may not yield anything
other than dirty fingernails
and lots of crawly things for
the average person. members
of the Horticulture Club look
at it as a way to take some
field trips.
The Horticulture Club will
sponsor a spring plant sale
in mid-April. selling plants
the members have planted
and grown in the Murray
State Greenhouse, located
next to the West Kentucky
Expo Center.
"When we prepare for our
spring sale, we try to find
things that usually aren't
found around here, " said
Laura
Swain.
junior
education
major from
Murray.
The club uses the proceeds
from the sale to finance

time," she said. "I like
working with the plants."
This love for plants.
combined
with
her
experience growing them.
will help Horstman as she
pursues a career as a
landscape designer .
"You can't just know how
to draw in landscape
design." she said. "You have
to know about the plants.
Working at the greenhouse
allows me to get to know
different kinds of plants and
learn how they grow."
However, of all the tasks
involved in taking care of
plants. one stands out as
being rather distasteful to
Horstman.
"We have an outside
flower bed that we plant in
the spring," she said. "I
really hate weeding that
flower bed! Weeding gets
really old- f~stl"

Mountains, Ga."
The club members ordered
the seeds before Christmas
and planted them after the
spring semester began.
"We plant them all
together in small pots and
then we transplant them;'
Swain said.
The majority of the plants
for sale will be bedding
plants.

by MELISSA FARNUM
Members of the MSU Horticulture Club rely on plants
they grow 111 the greenhouse to provide money for
educational trips.
educational trips.
places some of us would
"We get to go on some probably not ever get to go,"
really nice trips to botanical Swain said. "Our next trip is
gardens and flower shows, to Calloway Gardens in Pine
Photo

"Most of the plants for sale
will be annuals, but we will
have a few perennials," said
Amy Horstman. senior
horticulture major from
Metropolis, Ill.
For Horstman, working
with the plants is not a new
experience because she
enjoys working outside.
"My mom always had
plants around the house and
fiddled with them all the

Changes in temperature promote illnesses
change comes along, the
students' bodies are so
Wellness
Report - - - - - - - - overworked that they do not
The number of students ill each month complaining of respiratory InfecTo many Murray State
have enough energy to keep
tions and colds:
University students, the
their temperatures up or fight
spring semester seems to be a
~ .-~mo------~~----------------,
off the usual viruses that they
time for illnesses.
400
come in contact with every
Weather and texnperature
day. Anderson said.
300
changes are often blamed for
This is when the college
students' colds and flu
200
student's usually healthy
symptoms. But Louise
100
immune system gives in to
Anderson. health educator at
stress and breaks down so
Student Health Services, said
0 ~--------~~~~~~--------~
Jan Feb Mar Apr May ..kin Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
viruses or colds can no
the weather is not entirely to
longer be fought off,
blame.
Source: STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES
G~rucby HEATHERBEGLEY
Anderson said.
''Your body has to keep its
own temperature in balance
Many college students staying up late and not
"The three keys to staying
with the
temperature work their bodies too hard eating well, she said.
well are to eat a healthy,
change," Anderson said.
with all of the stresses of
When a temperature well-rounded diet, get an

,.dequate amount of sleep and
exercise
regularly,"
Anderson said.

By KIM FISHER
Reporter

AUGUST MOON
CHINESE RESTAURANT

OLYMPIC PLAZA
759-4653

OPEN7DAYSAWEEK
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Tammi Mallory, junior
advertising major from
Paducah, also exercises.
"I ride my bike to class
every day;' Mallory said.

With the arrival of
spring comes flowers.
and, thanks to the
Murray State University
grounds crew, the campus
will be full of many
varieties of flowers.
"The annuals we are
planting are pink and
white
vinca.
pink
braun's leaf begonias, a
mix of impatiens and
some dwarf salvia." said
Wayne Harper, associate
director of the physical
plant.
_
Most students agree that
the flowers add to the
appearance
of the
campus.
"I think the campus
looks very nice, but there
should be enough flowers
so we could pick some,"
said Gayle Edmonson,
junior geography major
from Evansville. Ind.
Paula Wilson, junior
agricultural
science
major from Clinton, said
the campus is pretty and
agreed that students
should be allowed to pick
some of the flowers.
"I think the flowers
and
landscaping
enhance the campus'
appearance," said Kris
Harper, junior social
work
major
from
Bremen.

Sport Cards

Check our
weekly specials//

"Buy, Sell, Tl'llde"

All New and Just For You

,Illusions, .fo~ 01eers, in~ Ta•lessee, Rocks E~
Wednesday and Saturday Night

Olympic Plaza
759-4795

..

Reporter

Supplies

~

.•

By ANN MARIE SMEDLEY

'1-~t tJ)u8oll~

hack

SERVING CANDLELIGHT DINNERS

Flowers
beautify
campus

Spring Break!

~

CARRY OUT

,

"I take vitamins every day
and I also try to take .a short
nap," Leeper said.

Come by before you head out on

~
0

Lorie Leeper, junior
elementary education major
from Paducah, said she
exercises and gets plenty of
rest in order to stay healthy.

..

•

~

Non-Sport

Jf

M-T-T: 2:30-7

..

616 s. 4th St.
Murray, KY 42071

F: 2:30-6
SAT.: 10-5

CLOSED WED.~ SUN.

502-153-2744

I.J\IJNilll\r

llf)f)~l)~

Illusions and Strongarm Productions present Championship Armwestling
Saturday March 6
Weigh-Ins 6 :30p.m. Tournament 7 :00p.m.
Promoted By the 1993 World Champion Armwrestler, Gerald Beatty

Dance to the Hottest Country, Rock and Pop Hits in the area
Wednesday Night
College ID and $3 admission gets you Free Drinks All Night

Let us save you tlme and frustration!
Laundry (wash 'n' fold) service just 60~ per pound!
Since 1931 , Boone's has offered the best drycleaning in
Western Kentucky. Check out these savings!

--------------------------

$3 FREE

Ladies .. . Saturday Night, get in Free before 9:00 p.m.
Try Your Luck In the 'Tight Fittln' Jeans'' contest
to Wln a Trip for Two to the Bahamas

DRYCLEANING
$10.00 Minimum Order

It's All For You...Only at

Boone Cleaners

''nlusions''

Not valid with any other discounts .
.Preeent coupon with incoming orders.
Offer expires 3/18/93.

Mta Be 18 to Fnter. Proper ID Required
Northgate Shopping Center

WHO HAS TIME FOR lAUNDRY? TEST TIME?

Martin, Tennessee

--------------------·
Hwy 641 N.

753-9194

rt:.rC.~~

Congratulations to the following sisters on
being inducted to:
Omicron Delta Kappa
SfuJnnon '.Bam.hiil

Order of Omega
Caro!e Sumnurs

Psi Chi
'Eleanor Sfuets

Alpha Kappa Psi
;:tneu Cfi.ipman
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TS & ENTERTAINMENT
From the heart
New 'Trials' evokes emotions
By ANDREA JONES
Staff Writer

Novelist Geor ge Cu omo
read from his latest n ovel
Trial by W ate r to 65
students, faculty
a nd
member s of the commu nity
in the Eagle Gallery F eb. 25.
Cuomo is the fourth reader
in an ongoing reading series
sponsored by the English
department.
"The purpose is to give the
students and community a
chance to meet and hear
writers from all over the
country read from their work
and talk about their craft,"
said Squire Babcock, visiting
English instructor.
Cuomo was born in the
Bronx, N.Y., but resides in
Amherst, Mass. He has been
writing fiction and poetry for
30 years and has published
seven novels and collections
of poetry and short stories.
Cuomo teaches creative
writing at the University of
Massachusetts. He has been
teaching writing for 40
years.
"More impressive to me is
the size of his heart,"
Babcock said. "He r eached
out to students and rescued
them when they were ready to
toss in the towel. He's a
giving teacher."
The underlying theme of
the story is "how hard it is to
understand and to really

k now teenagers," Cuom o
said.
"Trial by Wa t er is a
compelling drama about the
death of two teenage boys, the
class warfare that is .
respon sible fo r their deaths
and the search for an swers
as to why it happened, "
Babcock said .
The book is told from the
parents' point of view. The
exception to this is the
prologue which describes in
detail a drowning told from
t he point of view of t h e
victim. The prologue is poetic
and somewhat abstract in its
description of the sensation
of drowning.
The character s in Trial by
Wa ter presented at t h e
reading gained the most
attention from the au dience.
"The book is long, deep
a nd full of character,"
Babcock
said.
"The
char acter s are ordinar y,
flawed and profoundly real.
They are real characters and
George cares about them all."
Robert Allen, visitin g
E n glish lecturer, fou nd t h e
character depictions of the
teenagers different from
common stereotypes.

DANCE. YA KNOW IT

"He is very good at vivid
r epresentations of what a
young person is like," Allen
said. "It is a portrait of a r eal
per son."

Sutherland's role
is real myste.y
~y ANDREA
Staff Writer

Photo by JUD COOK

From left, Crystal Joslin, senior theatre major from Radcliffe, Tiffany Cooper, senior theatre major from
Louisville, and Robert Cathey, senior criminal justice major from Paducah, perform for members of the RirieWoodbury dance company In Lovett Auditorium.

'Nine' excites students
By PAMELA R. DIXON

This is the key question I
asked myself as I watched
this film. Who is the star? It
certainly can't be Suther land
who disappears from sight
later in the film. Or is it his
new girlfriend that takes the
spotlight? The only star in
The Vanishing is Barney
Cousins, played by Jeff
Bridges.
The movie starts out by
introducing the villian, a
family man who claims to be
remodeling a cabin deep in
the woods. Cousins seems
innocent, but quickly reveals
some distwbillg traits. For
starters, he desperately
wishes to kidnap someone.
Cousins
brings
his
daughter to the cabin to help
him restore it. One evening
he puts spiders in her picnic
basket. She screams and he
plays it off as a joke.

The next day he asks a
neighbor if he heard someone
screaming the night before.
The neighbor didn't hear
anything. Cousins had used
the spiders to test the range a
scream could be heard.
He even tests chloroform
on himself to determine how
long the effects last.

These are but a few of the
things Cou sins goes through
in perfectly planning his
kidnapping. The best thing
about Cousins is that he is
perfectly calm throughout the
entir e movie. He isn't
n ecessarily evil, he j ust has
a warped interpretation of
different events in his life.
Three years after the
incident, Cousins decides t o
give Jeff a call. He offers
J eff the opportunity to find out
what happened to his
girlfriend . The only way to
do this, h owever, is to go
through exactly what she did.
This idea of repeating the
events that a missing person
went through is repeat ed
throughout the film.
The Vanishing isn't quite
what the previews led m e to
believe it was. It contains
little actual violence. In fact,
the previews give away the
fate of Diane.
Sut herland's dramatic
portrayal of J eff shows a new
maturity. With Flatliners
and The Vanishing under
his belt, he has proven that h e
h as moved to a new level of
acting. There will surely be
mor e challenging roles for
him in the future.
The
Vanis h ing is an
awesom e thriller, though not
too suspenseful. It is a very
good depiction of the inside of
a cr iminal mind. Bridges
delivers a
fascinatin g
perform ance, making t h e
filin a must see for lovers of
drama and mystery.

It may not be a search of the final frontier,
but Star Trek: Deep Space Nine is conquering
lots of viewer territory.
Taking place in the 24th century, Deep
Space Nine is set inside a remote space station
orbiting Bajor, a planet that is surrounded by
hostile alien empires. The crew's mission is to
help the Bajorans rebuild their world after 60
years of rule by the Cardassians.
The source of conflict on the station is the
travelers that come through the wormhole, a
fissure in space through which travelers can
instantly slingshot to distant parts of the
galaxy.
Murt'ay State trekkers have many different
reactions to the new show.
Andy Johnson. senior physics major from
Mayfield, said that Deep Space Nine is more
dramatic than its predecessors.
"It's a pretty good show, although it has
more drama than I'm used to watching,"
Johnson said. "I usually enjoy the technical
things that they do more than the relationships among the characters."
"Deep Space Nine offers more a lien relations
such as the Klingons, Vulcans and Romulans
in a restricted space station," he said. "It will
be interesting to see how they interact with
the humans."
Jean Lorrah, professor of English and
author of several Star Trek novels. said Deep
Spa(·e Nine is in a different atmosphere than
the previous shows.
"On the pilot it seemed like a couple or"the
characters had divided loyalties," Lorrah
said. "It has a very interesting setup
potential."
Lorrah said the conflict occurs because all
the action is confined to a single space station.
"It's different from the other shows because
it aYoids the sweetness and light that occurs
between the characters on The Next Genera·
tion," she said. ''The people on the crew don't
trust each other. they don't know who the real
enemy is."
Scott Norris, senior art major from Reynolds
Station, said the central aspect of Deep Space
Nine is the relationship between characters

Show S h o p p e r s - - - - - - - - - -

The Home Shopping Network Is just one of many TV shopping networks that
have cropped up with the rise of cable. Here is the breakdown on how often
people buy products from TV shopping shows:

l!i[\1 Never

I/ J Occasionally

II
Source: ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY

Regularly

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

• Commander Benjamin Sisko (Avery
Brooks), reluctant.captain leading crew of
different entitles a strange environment.

in

.

u

to teach

'·'

• Chief Operations Officer Mllea O'Brien
(Calm Meaney) and wife KeJko (Rosalind
Chao), transportea from Star Trek: The
Next Generation.

Staff Report

Mei Hsiu Chan will be a
visiting dance artist with the
Murray State University
dance theatre March 14-21.
Chan, a native of Taiwan,
began her studies in Chinese.
classical ballet at the age o(
four and Chinese martia~
arts at the age of eight.
}
She graduated from the the
Chinese Culture Universit~
where she studied Tai Chi)
ballet, modern dance, t ap;
folk dance and the manY.
facets of Chinese dance.
!
In 1985, Chan moved to the'
United States. She enrollecf
in the master of fme ,art&
program in dance at Arizon&
State
University
and:
received her degree ·in Ma}'.

• Bajoran Arst Officer Kira Nerys (Nana
Visitor), former terrorist upset with Federation officers.
• Chief Security OfficerOdo (Rene
Auberjonois), alien ~hape-shiftlng character.
• Quark (Armin Shimerman), Ferengl who
operates nightclub aboard space station.
• Julian Bashlr (Siddig El Fadil), chief
medical officer from Starfleet Academy.
• Ueutentant Jadzla Dax (Terry Farrell),
humanoid body-ho~t who changes from
young to old, male to female.
·
Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

trying to get along.
''Deep Space Nine makes more of an ex·
ploration of characters in depth," Norris said.
"They need to make sure the relationships
between the characters are not always in
regard to their jobs. ·•
Norris said he was impressed with the ac·
ting ability of Avery Brooks.
"I like Avery Brooks' performance," he said.
"He's the guy who played on Spenser For
Hire. He portrays his character well because
he adds vulnerability to his role."
Ron Hubbard, Jr., junior pre-physical
therapy major from Bowling Green, would
like to see more interaction outside the
wormhole.
"The setting of the show is more positive
and realistic because it shows a darker side of
life," Hubbard said. "People who really aren't
Star Trek fans should give Deep Space Nine a
try."

contest
~-----A_&
__E_I_O_U____~ Poetry
International Publications
'¥

artist set

Deep .,_ce Nine Crew • • •

1181aff Writer

JONES

The Vanishing, a new
psychological thriller, stars
Keifer Sutherland as J eff, a
person willing to d o
anything, including die, to
understand
the
disappearance of his girlfriend,
or does it?

Guest

Here's the beef

A South Dakota restaurant is getting Its piece
of the movie-merchandising pie. For $2.95 Al's
Oasis is Its famous "Buffalo Burger." According
to the restaurants menu, the burger Is "100
percent pure buffalo" and is from the "herd that
appeared in the Academy Award-winning film
Dances With Wolves.
Details magazine estimates the number of
sandwiches that can be made from one fiveyear-old bull buffalo at 3,733.

of1988.

:

Jean Elvin, MSU visiting:
guest artist, met Chan ail>
Arizona State Universit y;
E lvin and Chan performe<C
together in a Chinese:
classical dance company fo(
two years at Arizona State'
University.
:
Elvin invited Chan to be ,;.
guest artist at MSU.
:
Elvin plans to have Ch~
teach several dance history:
and technique classes t~
MSU dance and theat r&
students.
I
E lvin also plans for Ch~
to conduct an informa~
lecture demonstration thav
will be open to the public.
~
Chan is currently working:
on her doctorate in dance a1
Texas Woman's University. •

New displays

The Wrather West Kentucky Museum
of Los
Angeles is sponsoring its semi-annual is planning its upcoming exhibits.
A tobacco heritage exhibit chronoNational College Poetry Contest.
The contest is open to all college and cling the industry and its importance to
university students who have an interest the region is one of the planned exhibin getting their poetry anthologized In its. A Civil War exhibit is also in the
the "American Collegiate Poets Anthol- process of being established.
These exhibits, when opened, will
ogy," a collection of contemporary poetry written by college women and men join the museum's other displays which
include antique gins. pocket watches,
from across the nation.
The deadline is March 31. For more clocks and photography.
Wrather Museum is open from 8:30
information about contest rules send a
self-addressed, stamped envelope to a.m. to 4:15 p m lloncfay through Fri·
International Publications, PO Box day and from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Saturdays.
4404-L, Los Angeles, CA 90044.

\
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ROOMIES
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.Jazz Bands perform tonight
Murray State University Jazz Bands I and II .will give
a free concert at 8 tonight in the Curris Center Ballroom.
Jazz Band II will perform first, under the direction of
assistant director of bands, Christopher Hayes. It will
perform tunes from the big band era such as Emerald
Eyes and Winter Games.
Jazz Band I will continue the concert playing both
traditional and contemporary jazz selections. Jazz Band
I will have a special guest performer, jazz trumpeter, Pat
Harbison.
Harbison, associate professor of trumpet and jazz
studies at the University of Cincinnati College
Conservatory of Music, is also the author of Technical
Studies for th.e Mockm Trumpet.

IU~J:~

41

CHRIS THOMPSON'S

WORLD GONE MAD

~1="oi2

Wrather adds to collection

~ ~~ L,...li"rS

The Wrather West Kentucky Museum has established
a new exhibit as part of its permanent collection, a
barbershop exhibit.
The exhibit, which is a replica of the old Parkers
Barbershop in Mayfj.eld contains four barber chairs with
porcelain sinks, sinks and mirrors accentuated with
marble and crystal, and a four-chair shoe shine area.
These items were donated by Dr. William Colburn of
Calvert City.

SEE":

'BEAU! 'BI*LL-7 cA/:1t:KIAIE»12.,

l-IE¥, WUAT~
~,.,....l.....l.,7'sl??

5 VIJSaEe7\l ••.

Week In Preview
• Cinema lnternetlonai. Ga/llpo/1, an Australian film, will be
shown at 7:30p.m. Thursday, March 181n the Currla Center Theatre.
Admission is free.
• UCB Movie. Und6f Ssig8 will be shown at 3:30 p.m., 7 p.m. and
9:30 p.m. Wednesday, March 17 in the Currie Center Theatre.
Admlulon is $1 for matinee and $1 .50 for evening shows to students

JOSHUA WILKES'

WHEELER

withMSUID.

• Jazz Bandt Concert. Jazz Bands I and II will perform at 8
tonight In the Curris Center. Admission is free.
• KMEA Fettlvai.The Kentucky Music Educators Association
Solo and Ensemble Festival wtn begin at 8 a.m. Saturday, March 6 In
the Price Doyle Ane Arts Center.
• Faculty Recital. John Schlabach, assistant professor of music,
will play trumpet and Richard Scott, associate profeaaor of music, wilt
play piano at 8 p.m., Tuesday, Feb. 161n the Farrell Recital Hall of the
Price Doyle Ane Arts Center.
• Lecture. Rated: Malcolm X , an unedited dramatization of the life
of Malcolm X will be presented by Darryl Van Leer at 7 p.m., Monday,
March 15 ln the CurTis Center Ballroom. Admission Is free.

not to use the Classifieds!l

Congratulations
S teplianie Lusli
on being nominated for

Greek WoDJan of the Year ___
,

u...,..

Love, Alpha Delta Pi

5t{plia 'lJe{ta Pi
wou{d {i~ to congratu{ate tlie new{y e{ected
1993 - 1994 Officers:

BIG B CLEANERS
CeDtraiShoppiDC Ceaterla ll'ollt ofWal-llut
'7l&9lla5

An Evening of Great AfricanAmerican Selections by the Students
of Murray State University
Tuesday, March 16, 1993
&p.m.
Currla Center Theatre
Sponsored by
The University Center Board
& The Office of Housing

RATED:

MALCOLM X

President
Executive Vice President
Membership Education Vice President
Alpha Education Chainnan
Treasurer
Chapter Development
Membership
Recordlng Secre~
Corresponding Secretary
Scholarship
House Chairman
Chaplin
Social Chainnan
Reporter
Senior Member-at-Large
Junior-at-Large
Sophomore-at-Large
ParUbellenic Oftacer
· ParUbellenic Delegate
ParUbellenic Representative
Guard
Philanthropy
Assistant AEC

Stacey Ricketts
Kim Dirks

Shannon Paulin
Kelly Shaffer
Krlstl Cowan
Alicia McCoy
Becky Putney
Heather Keith

Amy Fennel
Beth Bougher
Michelle Casper
Demetra Bradley
Pam Gravely
Melanie Adams
Jenny Keller
Michelle Cross
Angela Sadler
Robin Dean
Dana Hohman
Kathy Jester
Kathi Henderson
Stacey Barnfield
Melissa Mangino

We wouU£ afso CiKg. to tlian( tfie outgoing officers for a[[ of
tlieir outstantling wor~
By: Darryl Van Leer
Up for Best Lecture Program of the Year
In an uncompromising world emerges an uncompromising man. ''Rated: Malcolm X" is the
unedited dramatization of the life of the controversial MalcomX.

I
I

Murray State University
Curris Center Ballroom
March 15, 1993
7 p.m.
FREE ADMISSION

Sponsorrd by SGAIUCB
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SPORTS
Lady

Murray gives Eastern bye;
questions hang about team
•

By HERB BANKS

Aiilstant sports Edi;or.fOi=-- - - - -

and JEFF DREW~- - - - - - - -StaffWrlter

- - --

Tonight, Murray State starts it's hunt for their fourth
consecutive NCAA tournament bid.
But before they can journey to one of the ·four tournament
regions, they must win three consecutive games in the Ohio
Valley Conference tournament.
~s should sound easy for the five year OVC champs, who
were dethroned this year by Tennessee State.
But it's not.
The Racers have lost four of their last six regular season
games and may have lost any momentum they hoped to build
u p going into the tournament.
"We had our backs up against a wall with three str aight
road games," Edgar said.
He said he told his team they had to win the first gante
going on the road.
Edgar told the Racer Athletic Association Tuesday that they
wanted to end the season on a positive note and with some
momentum. Unfortunately the Racers were unable to sustain
a 16-point lead at Middle Tennessee State University in the
second half to give Edgar the momentum he was looking for.
'We played a lot of zone in the second half. We took quick
shots and lost our patience. We didn't look inside and we
didn't play smart," Edgar said.
The loss also gave a irrst-round bye to Eastern Kentucky
University, who finished second in the confemce with
Murray's loss.
One of the reasons the Racers have run into some trouble
. this season is because of the recent shooting slump of senior
Frank Allen.
. Coach Scott Edgar said he believes the slump is due to the
a mount of bumping, pushing, and shoving Frank receives.
Allen thinks not.
''I've been taking a beating sitting down. My beating comes
mentally, not physically. I can deal with the physical part but
the mental part is where I've been beaten," Allen said.
In that past six games, Allen has shot 24-81 for 29 percent.
Allen said he believes the slump is do to the lack of rhythm
which stems from a lack of playing time.
Edgar said he has been answering a lot of questions about
the Frank Allen incident, which did not help out with the
bleeding.
}
"At halftime last (Monday) night I told Frank to go out and
! see how much time is left on the clock," Edgar said.
! "Afterwards I was asked by a reporter, who saw Frank., if I
threw Frank out of the locker room."
Edgar said some of his team's problems are because they
are trying t.o get it all to quick.
"Tl:ie team is disappomted and I can't fault them one bit "
he sa.ia. "We did a lot of good things.
'
"We will try to do our best and try to win," Edgar said
regarding the OVC tournament.
"They (the team) are tournament tested. I may look at
different combinations and there may not be any changes at
all," Edgar said.
Edgar, who is in his 13th year of coaching, said he is a
player's conch and feels with the players deep down inside.
"I tell them at age 18 you will like it. At 28 you will respect
' it and at 38 you will understand it," Edgar said.

t

I

Racers
top Tech
By SCOTT NANNEY
Si81f"Wrlter

Photo by JUD COOK

HIT ME WITH YOUR BEST SHOT
Forrest Clark, a participant In the Kentucky State and u.s. Open Tae Kwon Do
tourname!"t ta~t weekend at Murray High School, alms at a board. Several Murray
State Unavers1ty students competed and placed· including Scott Bazzell, Beverly
Cook, Chad Beyer, Shane Fitzhugh and Brian Harper.

Gams lose shootout to Sharpshooters
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DREWS
The pre-season champion
Sharpshooters shot their way
past Alpha Gamma Delta, 2826, Monday night in the
opening round of the
intramural playoffs.
In a game where winning
is everything, both teams
engaged in some heavy
fouling. From charges to
trips to slaps in the face, the
two teams played ugly to win.
At. halftime, the Sharp
Shooters had punched and
pushe~ their way ahead 16-14.
In the second half, the
Shooters took control of the
game by ripping the Alpha
Gam defense apart with an
eight point run.
The Gams finally got a
field goal from Heather
Lewis with 11:32 remaining.
With the Shooters leading
24-16, it appeared they would
win easily. But the Gams
Jenn¥ Bre.nnan, a member of Sigma Sigma Sigma finally ignited some of their
soronty, dnves along the baseline during a game against offensive firepower.
Alp ha Delta Pl. ADPi won the game.
With
38
seconds

remaining, the lead was 2826 and Sharp Shooter Regina
Gilbert was at the line in the
bonus situation. She missed
the first foul shot which
allowed the Alpha Gams one
more chance.
Beth Rowling held the
Gams fate in her hands as
she released a high arching
shot that would fall
harmlessly away from the
rim.
In other Monday night
action, Shabah ended the
Beavers' chances in the
playoffs with a 71-47
thumping.
Shabah opened up the game
sluggishly, which allowed
the Beavers to hang close
when the first half came to a
close.
With the 33-26 halftime
advantage, Shabah wasted no
time in sealing the Beavers
fate .
Shabah's offense torched
the Beavers defense.

When Fred Stockton
hammered a reverse dunk
mid-way through the second
half it sent a message to the
Beavers that this was the end
of the road. Stockton would
finish as the game's leading
scorer with 27 points .
Mo Gourdine's seven steals
in the second half gave
Shabah
several
easy
transistion scores .
Shabah shot 55 percent
while holding their opponent
to 45 percent.
"The key was our potent
offense and our tenacious
defense," said Shabah'e
Jerrod Wells.
In Tuesday's games:
• open Wheels ran over
tho Lambda Chi B's by a
score of74-57.

• WTW came up short, 6251, to the Sigma Chis.
• The Top Guns topped the
Marauders, 71-55.

Murray State University's
Lady Racer basketball squad
accomplished in a few hours
Saturday night what no other
Ohio Valley Conference team
has done in the past eight.
years.
The
Lady
Racers
triumphed over Tennessee
Tech University, the top team
in the OVC this season, 85-76,
to become the first OVC team
since Feb. 20, 1985 to defeat
the Lady Eagles on their
home court.
'
"I think that this is •
probably the biggest win in
the history of Laqy Racer
basketball." said K elly
Breazeale, head women's
basketball coach. "I think we
won this game with a lot of
class and, despite our record,
turned the whole season
around. I've never been more
proud of a team than I am of
this one."
The Lady Eagles once lead
by as many as 16 points, but
the Lady' Racers regrouped
and cut the lead to just five at
40-35 at halftime.
Breazeale said the team
came together in the locker
room at halftime.
"We talked about what we
were doing wrong and what
we needed to do to improve.
We came back out in the
second half and played well
on defense and gave a super
effort as a team," she said.
The game see-sawed back
and forth for most of the
second half until MSU went
on the deciding run of the
game with 8:49 left. The Lady
Racers went on a 5-Q run to
jump out to a 66-59
advantage.
They never looked back.
Breazeale said the five
point run was the turning
point in the game.
"We played them very
hard and refused to give up,
even when we were down by
16 points," she said. "We
battled back and were able to
make the run that put us
ahead."
Jennifer Parker was th e
leading scorer for the Lady
.Racers with 32 points.
"Jennifer
showed
tremendous leadership for us
as she has all year. We had
several youngsters to step up
and hit some great shots in
the clutch." Breazeale said.
The Lady Racers imished
out the season Monday night
in a 79-56 loss to Middle
Tennessee State University.
"I thought we played well,
but the difference in the
game was that we were
unable to convert on our
scoring
opportunities,"
Breazeale said.
MSU ended the season with
a record of 6-20, 4-13 in the

ovc.

However, Breazeale said
the team continued to show it
is headed in .the right
direction.
"I wish that this team could
play in the OVC tournament
because I think they have
began to play as a ·team and
are really hitting our peak
here at the end of · the
season," she said.
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Comparison of the average salaries per sport for the '91 / '92 seasons:
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Source: USA TODAY
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Love Returns

The Murray State University women's tennis
team will be on the road during Spring Break,
traveling to tournaments in Hilton Head, S.C.
While in Hilton Head, the team will face
competition from St.louis University, Duquesne
University, Temple University, East Carolina
University and Edinboro College.
Former OVC Women's Tennis Coach of the
Year, Connie Keasling, returned to coach this
year's team after a five-year abs~nce .

Racer of t h e Week
Heather Samuel, senior runner from
Antigua, has been named Racer of the
Week by The Murray State News.
Samuels tared well Feb . 26-27 at the
OVC Indoor Track Championships
hosted by Middle Tennessee. She won
the 55-meter competition with a time of
6.9 seconds, finished first in the 200·
meter run with a time of 24 .0~ seconds
and placed second in the long jump
with a distance of 19 feet 4 3/4 Inches.
Samuel also recently qualified for
the NCAA Indoor Track Championships
, scheduled for March 12-13 in Indian·
apolis. Ind.

Heather Samuel
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Ruult1 of SoJurday't IGtM pl4~ at Ebkn Anno.
M~ State Uai...tty
fll
Tea~~..,. Tech Uainnlty
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AQHA to sponsor horse show
The American Quarter Horse Association is sponsoring a
quar ter horse show March 5-7. The three day event will include 79 classes and admission is free to the public.

Week In Preview
• Men's Basketball. Ohio Valley Conference Tournament, Lexington,
March 4-6 .
• Indoor Track. at last Chance Meet, Murfreesboro, Tenn., March 6,
10:30 a.m.
• Men's Tennis. at Eastern Kentucky-Miami (OH), March 6, 3:00 p.m.
• Baseball. Bradley/Eastern Illinois, March 6.
• Women'• Tennis. at Spring Break Tennis Hilton Head, S.C., March
8-11.
• Baseball. Bradley/Eastern Illinois, March 7.
• Men's Tennis. at Eastern Kentucky-Akron, March 7, 9:00a.m.
• Golf. at University of New Orleans Intercollegiate, March 7-9.
• Women's Basketball. OVC Women's Basketball Tournament, Lexington, March 8-9.
• Baseball. at Memphis State, March 9, 2:00p.m.
• Rifle. at NCAA Rifle Championships (Virgins Millitary Institute),
March 11-13.
• Track. at NCAA Indoor Track Champioships (Indianapolis, Ind.),
March 12-13, 9:15a.m.
• Baaeball. at Vanderbilt, March 12, 2:00 p.m.
• Baseball. at Mississippi, March 13, 1:00 p.m.
• Men's Tennis. at Northeast Louisana-Centenary, March 13, 9:00
a.m.
.
• Men's Tennis. at Northeast Louisana, March 13, 2:30p.m.
• Baseball. at Mississippi, March 14, 1:00 p.m.
• Men's Tennis. at Southwestern Louisana, March 15, 2:00p.m .
• Baseball. at Arkansas State, March 16, 2:00 p.m.
• Baseball. at Ark~nsas State, March 17, 2:00p.m.
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IAatal Ab: Bi111

0

378
376
372
S66
1492

Muth
Ames
Kendle

El1lrk1
Team Total

1167

.6.£1XIP1t
378
876

:m.

•

1492

o.t

Ebkn Anna.
8S
'38

Teune•eeTechUDivenlt)'

.

lwUyidueJ , _ , . ,

MSU 26-66 (.394), S-8 (.375), 30-38 (.789); Parker 11-17, 2-8, 8-8, 32; ~ 0-2, 0-0,
0-0, 0; Pearson 0..1, 0-0, 0-0, 0; Cadwell2·11, 0-2, 8-13, 12; Snell1-6, 0-0, 0-0,2;
Gallimore 4-8, 1-2, 3-4, 12; Shelton 1-2, 0·1, 2-3, 4; Haberer 0-0, ()..0, 6-6, 6;
Shelton ._10, 0-0, 4-4, 12; Luaiater S-9, 0-0, 0-6, 6.
TTU 22-59 (.373), 2-17 (.118), 30-41 (.732); Bilyeu S-16, 2-12, 6-7, 14; Clayton ._9,
0-0, 1-2, 9; Engle ()..5, 0-3, 3-i, 3; Batten 6-7, 0..2, 9-9, 19; Stout 5-8, 0-0, 1·3, 11;
Slattery 0..1, 0-0, 0-0, 0; OP..by 1-4, 0-0, 2-4, 4; VaucJm 4-9, 0-0, 8-12, 16.
II.ALFTIME- Tl'U <iO, 1l8U 35.
ASSISTS - MSU 15, Parker 4 , Snell S, Shelton S, Cadwell 2, Peanon 1,
Gallimore 1, Haberer 1.
TTU 14, Engle 6, Bilyeu 5, Batten 2, Clayton 1.
REBOUNDS - MSU 42, Cadwell 8, Shelotn 6 , Luaiter 6, Gallimore 6, a.benr
4, Shelton S, Snell 3, P earaon S, Parker 1, Team 8.
TTU ~. Clayton 10, Ogleeby 8, Vaughn 8, Stout 7, Batten 6, !:Dele 4, Biqeu 2,
Team 1.
·
TOTAL FOULS • MSU 32, Parker 6, Pearaon 4, Snell 4, Shelton 4, Luaiter 4,
Shelton 4, Haberer: 3, Gallimore 3, Cadwell!.
TTU 28, Bilyeu 5, Ogleeby 5, Vauslm 5, Engle 4, Batten 4, Claytcm S, Stout 2.

Ruulu of Monday't 1ome pl4yed ot Moi'&U Halt Anno.
Murray State Uaitailll*)'
'M
Middle T=m mmState Uaf'ftll'llity
'llnoot"'&rtiDwhnA

Ru ult• of Monday'• ltl.IM played ot Mont• Halt Anno.
Murray &we Uai-nnit)'
S
Middle Tean-ee State UDlnntty
,.

lgcltytdgel !edft?

MSU·21-61 (.412), 6-15 (.400), 26-34 (.765); Teque 2-5, 0-0, 4-4, 8; Gwnm ._10, 2-4,
2-2, 12·, Brown 2-4, 0· 1, 2-2, 6·, Willon S-6, 0-0, 1-2, 7; Hoard S-3, 0-0, 6-8, 11;
Cannon 3-8, 2-4, 9-10, 17; Buaell 0-0, 0-0, 0-1, 0; Allen 2-13, 1-6, 2-4, 7;
Bailey 2-2, 1-1, 0-0. 5.
MTSU-29-72 (.408), 3-11 (.273), 18-28 (.643); Davia 2-7, 2-4, 1-2, 7; Wampler 2-5, 0..
0, 0-2, 4; Kidd 9-13, 0..0, U, 22; Pryor 1-5, 0-0, 0-0, 2; Dean 6-17, 1·4, 1·2, 12;
Gaitber+ll, 0-1,9-10, 17; Clark 5-10, 0-0,34, 18; BaDka 0-3, 0-2,0-0, 0;
Clark 1· 1, 0-0, 0-0, 2.
BALFl'DIE- MT8U 37, MSU 42.
.A8SJST8 • MSU 9, Allen 3, Cannon 1, Teque, Gumm 1, Hoard 1, Walden 1.
. .
Bailey 1.
MTSU 16, Wamp18r 4, Clark 3, Davia 3, Pryor 2, Dean 1, Driakill 1, Ba:ob 1.
REBOUNDS • MSU 36, Teque 7 , Brown. 6, Hoard 5, Cannon 5, Allen 4,
Wilaon 4, Gumm 2, Bu.aaell1, Waldeo 1, Ballet 1. D .
De
Pry
MTSU 46, Kidd 19, Clark 7, Gaither 6, Wamp"'r 4, aVll 3 ,
an 3 •
or 1•
Team 2.
TOTAL FOULS - MSU 23, Teague 4, Gwnm 4, Haord 4, Buuell 3, Allen 2•
Cannon 2, Willon 1. JamM 1, Brown 1, Walden 1.
pl
MTSU 23, Kidd 5 , Davia 4, Dean 4. Gaither 3, Clark 3, Pryor 3 , Wam er 1 ·

lpdMdv! Tedm
MBU. 21-65 (.323), 2-14 (.143), 12·20 (.600); Parker S-15, 0-4, 2-2, 8; Peanca 2-4. ()..
0• .........
Q Q
7 j Cadw ell "7
()..2, 2-6• 8; sneu 1\
D
0..2, 1•2 ' 1·, o-n•--"1• ()..1~ 0 ;
or ,
v-v,
.............. ()..1'\1';
Shelton 6-17, 2-5, 2-4, 16; Haberer~. 0-0, 2-2, 8; Shelton 3-6, 0-0, 0-0, 6, Lauit.ar
1-2, 0-0, 0-0, 2; Gray 0-3, 0-0, 0-0, 0.
•
MTSU. 27-65 (.415), 2-12 (.167), 23-82 (.719); Williama ._10, 1-4,4-4, 18; Jac:bon
._12, 0-0,1-8, 9; Robinson 7-1.2, 0..1, 6-8, 20; Monillon 2-3, 0-0.0-0, 4; Prater 2-5, ()..
2, 4.-7, 8; Patchen 0-0,0-0,0-2, 0; Cox34, ()..(), 2-4, 8; Slaeon 0-3, 0-0, 0-0, 0; Tucker
4-12, 1-3, 2-2, 11; Brown 1-4, 0-2, 2-2, 4.
l1ALFTIME. MTSU 36, MSU 30.
ASSISTS- MBU 5, Snell 3, Shelton 1, Cadwell!.
MTSU 16, Jacbon 5, Prater 3, Williama 3, Morriaon 2, Toclter 2, Brawn 1.
REBOUNDS - MSU 40, Snell 7, Cadwell 7, Shelton 6, Pearaan 5, Haberer 4,
Parker 3, Shelton 2, La.eaiter 2, Gray 2, Gallimore 1, Team 1.
MTSU 55, Robinson 17, jacbon 10, Coz 7, Wil.li.am.e 6, Prater 6, Tucker 3,
Brown 3, Morrison 1, Griffin 1, Siaaon 1.
TOTAL FOUI.8 - MSU 25, Snell 4, Shelton 4, Parker 4, Shelton 3, Luaiter 3,
Gray 3, Cadwell 2, Pearson 1, Haberer 1.
MTSU 17, Jacbon 3, Morrison 3, Cox 3, W~ 2, Robinaon 2, Prater 2,
Grift'in 1. Siuon 1.

Womeo'e One Mile Run
Bumstt
5.
Women'• Fmal
2.
Murray State

Indoor Track

/Waultll of tM MSU 111 WVU Shoulikr to Shoulder MateJa.

D.o.ld

& aults of Saturday'• IOTM pl4yed
Murn;y State Uaiv&wit)'

MBU. 80-59 (.508), 5-14 (.357), 18-U (.750); Teague 8-6, 0-0, 5-6, 11; Gumm 4-6,11, 3-i, 12; Brown 4-6, 2-2, 2-3, 12; Wilaon 7-11. 0..0, S-4, 17; Hoard S-IS, 0-0, 0..1, 6;
Bailey 0..1, 0..1, 0-0, 0; Cannon 0-2, 0-1, 0-0, 0; Buaaell4-6, 0-0, 1-2, 9; Allen 4.-15, 29, 4-4, 14; Walden 1-1, 0-0, 0-0, 2.
TTU- ~ (.400), 9-23 (.391), 20-26 (.769); Houaton 7-14, 5-8; 5-5, 24; Wellt S-9, 26, 2-8, 10; Belt 10..23, 0-1, 5-10, 25; Mitcbell 0-4, 0-8, 2-2, 2; Cupplea 1-6, 1-4, 2-2, &;
Weatar 1-4, 0-0, 0-0, 2; Nayadley 4.-5, 1-1, U, 13.
BAJ..rnMB.. Tl'U 39, MSU 85.
ASSISTS - MSU 13, Allen 5, W'J.leon 2, Brown 2, Gumm 2, Tequ.e, Buaaell1.
TTU 20, Cupplee 6, Weet 5, Houaton 4, Weet.er 2, Kitchell2, Beet 1.
REBOUNDS - MSU 32, Wihon 8, Gumm 6, Buaaell 4, Brown S, Hoard 2,
Tequ.e 2, Walden 1, Cannon 1, Team 4.
TTU « , s..t 13, Nayadley 8, W•ter 7, Houaton 4, We~t 3, Mitchell 3,
Cuppl81 2, Team 4.
TOTAL FOULS - MSU 18, Tequ.e 5, Gumm 2, Wilan 2, Hoard 2, Cannon 2,
Brown 1, Buaaell1, Allen 1, Si.villa 1, Walden 1.
TTU 16, Cupplee 4, Nayadley 3, Welter 2, Belt 2, Welt 2, Bibb 1, Mitchell 1,
Houston 1.

Rifle
MSU IIUUiidall B•nlta

--Women's Basketball

Men's Basketball

SPORTS NOTEBOOK

Scormc

&tultt of tM OVC Indoor TracA: Ch4m.pionthip• ot Middlt T1nn.ue• Stau.
MJill JadbrWnal 'R-1..
Women'• ..00 Meter ll'iDale
55:01
w. . .•• 'LoDe Jump
1.
Upbl
2.
Samuel
19'4 314" Women'• 55 Meter ll'iDale
Men'• :Lona Jump
5.
Doty
18'
Samuel
:06.90
1.
a
Berber
WOIIIIIIIID'e Sbot Put
Womeo'• 800 Meter Fia.ale
5.
Krampe
1.
Scott
43'1/4"
2:20...W
6.
Powell
Men'e Bfch Jump
9.
Leonard
37'10"
Women'• 200 Meter Fin.ala
1.
Barber
u
JC1Jl81
34'10"
:U.02
1.
Samuel
Mal'e Shot Put
Womeo'a Two Mile Belay
Women'• 8000 Meter.
1.
Church
2.
Murray State
9:42..W1
10'.29.27
Bumett
5.
Men'a Two MDe Belay
' Women'• GOGO._..
Helgeraon
11.-M.Sa
8.
3.
Murray State
6.
Belgeraon
19:26.70
11:35.50
10.
French
Men'e5000Meten
Women'• TriPle Jamp
Womeu'e One Mile Run
Barrigar
38'6 112M
Upton
2.
Mu.rny State
8:54.62
9.
Bennett

..

..

Men'• One MDe Belay
MUJTay State
1.

5.~.11

8:19~0

Maa'e Triple Jump
2.
Barber
Mea'• 400 FtDale
Harewood
Meo'e 800 Meter FiDaJe
L
Roberta
Hamilton
2.
Men'eiOO Meter FiDaJe
Harewood
5.
Men'• 8000 Meten
Barrigar
5.
Bennett
10.

15:42.83
16;25.86

Meo'1 Fina18eorine
2.
MUJTay State

fiT

s.

22'9 "
21'5 "
6 '8"
47'10 S/4"

&14.86
60'8 114"

:48..81

l.fi2.l50
1:53.70

:22.08
9:05.156
10:03.2)
102

:t..

-

-

The numbers behind the action

CIASSIFIEDS
PERSONALS

PERSONALS

PERSONALS

FOR RENT

HELP WANTED

The slstera of Alpha Sigma
Alpha would like to wish everyone a safe and wonderful
Spring Breakf Be carefull

AlphaTau Omega. L.ambdaChi
Alpha. and Alpha Gamma Delta
- We are looking forward to a
ten1flcmlxerafterSpringBIMk.
Love, the sisters of Sigma
Sigma Sigma

Thank you to all the faculty.
Greeks, and MSU news stat·
fers who took the steps forward to better relations at the
wo!Mhops. Lambda Chi AI·
pha

House FOf Rent. Directly
across from MSU. Partially
furnished. $350 plus utilities.
No pets. 753-8191

To the brothers of Sigma Chi Thailks for a wonderful HeeHaw mlxerl We had a blasll
Love, thealsteraof Alpha Delta

PI
Sigma PI · Congratulations on
aauooessfuiMurrayGras. We
had a great tlmel Love, the
slst81'1 of Alpha Delta PI
To l..arnbda Chi Alpha · Greek
Fest was awesome. Thanks
fOf a terrtflc tlmel Love, the
alst81'1 of Alpha Delta PI
To the brothers of Sigma PI,
!'hanks for an awesome Murray! Love, the sisters of Alpha
Gamma Delta
MSU students • Have a great
Spring Breakl Love, the sisters of Sigma Sigma Sigma
Don't stress. Ira not worth ItI

1be

Mudball (mud'ball)n. - a mixture of volleyball, six Inches of
rrud, andthemostfunfunyou11
everhavel SAA Mudbe11 '931s
coming fast!

Thanks to all fratemltles and
sororttkls. We collected 400
canned goods for Needlne at
Gl'88k Fest. Thanks, Lambda
Chi Alpha

Gl'88k Fest was a big success.
Thanks~ all the sororfties and
fraternities. We had a blast
Lambda Chi Alpha
Alpha Slgs, Thahks for a great
mlxerl Ya11 really know how to
scoot your bootsI Looking forward to the next oneI Lambda
Chi Alpha
Keep yourblood pressure low.
Ae!axl

NOTICE
PortraitS: Watch fOC' AIHson
Photography Easter Special.
Comng In March.
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY IS IN SESSION FRIDAY
AND SATURDAY! What I
meant to say In last week's
paper waa that I, Lance B.,
don't have any clasaee on Fr1·
day (awesome ehQ. Arryway,
sony for any confualon cauaed,
have fun In clasa on Friday and
Saturday, and have a great
Spring Break.
Little Jamie found a date, so
please atop calling her phone
number. Thank youl

Murray State News
CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
..
Deadline_ Wednllday at noon

Place your classl1leds In room 111 of Wilson HaD or send them to
Murray State University, 111 Wilson Hall, 2609 University Station
'

Pre-PByrnenl Is Rllquinld

HELP WANTED
CAMP
COUNSELORS
WANTED: Magnificent coed
weight loss. AI sports, crafts.
sewing, ceramk:a, computers,
WSia, theatre, plano, dance,
wa~ght training, r1·
flery. backpacking, kitchen,
offkle. Cafl1>Shane, Ferndale,
NY 12734, 212-sn-4644.

aerobics.

Shooters Photography needs
an orgarized and outgoing
lnclvldual to manage local
business. Musthaveyourown
transportation. Tralring is

provided. Call Pam at 1-800967-4686.
Please help keep America
dean. Don't litter and atop
those around you who dol

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

•EXTRA INCOME "93"" Earn

WATERFRONT STAFF · life·

CRUISESHIPSNOWHIRING

$200-$500weekly maRing 1993
UWTI travel brochures. For
more information send self
addressed stamped envelope
to: Travel INC., P.O. Box2530,
Miami, FL 33161 .

guardtralringrequlred. W.S.I.
desired for summer position at
Glri Scout Camp Sycamore
Hills.
Contact Chartotte
Palmer, Cumbertand Valley
G.S.C., Box 40466, Nashville,
TN 37204 or 6151383-0490.

- Eam $2,1XX>..fmonth+wor1d
travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the
Caribbean, etc.) Holiday,
Summer and Career employ·
ment available. No experience necesa&y. For employment program call 1·2CJ6.6340468 ext. C5538

or more weekly
stuffing
envelopes at
home. Send
long SASE to:
Country Ltvtng
Shoppers, Dept.

Malina needs summer help.
Sendresumeto: KVL.akeSalls
at Ughthouae Landing, P.O.
Box 129, Grand Rivera, KY

70727-1779.

GIRL SCOUT CAMP STAFF •

Assistant Camp Director, Busi-

ness Manager, Health supervisor, unit oounaekn and leadera, wat81front, rappeiHng,
horaebac:k. nature, arts and
crafts, canoeing and oooka
needed for the summer at Glri
Scout Camp Syc::amore Hils.
Contact Chartotte Palmer,
Curmertand Valley G.S.C., Box
40466, Nashville, TN37204or
6151383-0490.
EQUESTRIAN COUNSEL·

ORS · experience required for
summer position at Glri Scout
Camp Sycamore Hills. Contact
Charlotte Palmer, Cumbet1and
Valley G.S.C., Box 40466,
Nashville, TN 37204 or 6151
383..()49().

INDEX
RATES

GREEK/PERSONALS

With MSU 10: 15¢ per word
Without MSU 10: 20¢ per word

ROOMMATES

BUSINESS
SERVICES

FOR RENT
FOR SALE
HELP WANTED

Every word over twenty wards
With MSU 10: 10¢ per word
Without MSU 10: 15¢ per word

• LOST &R>UND
RIDES
MS:.
NOTICE

Closed on weekends a00 holidays.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT Certified teedlers forScleoce,
Math, EngUsh, Social Studies,
Reading, Computers. Bachelors degree In education, valid
high school9-12 certltcatlon,
and experience wondng wtth
disadvantaged studerts preferred. Send letter of application, resume, names and
phone numbers of two references and copy of certification
to Upward Bound, Murray
State University, Murray, KV
42071, by March 19, 1993.
MSU does not cl&erimlnate on
the beals of race, color, nationality, origin, sex or handi-

Yl{pfia Sigma fll.{pfial

A26, P.O. Box
1779, Denham

Sprtngs,LA

EXCEllENT
EXTRA INCOME
NOWl
.

ENVELOPE STUFfiNG - $800 • t800 every week •
FrH Detalle: SASE to
International Inc.
1368 Coney leland Ave.

Brooklyn, New York 11230

cap.
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT •
Resident advisors for six
weeks program. Must be 21
years of age, hav~ co~leted
two years college with cummulatlve 2.0 GPA. UB and
resident advisor experience
preferred. Sendletterofappll·
catlon,resumewlttl nainesanc:t
phone numbers of two references and copy ottranscrtptto
Upward Bound, Murray State
University, Murray, KV 42071,
byMarch 19,1993. MSUcloes
not clact1mlnate on the basis
of race, color, nationality, origin, sex or hanclcap.

COUPON!

Congratulations to the
outgoing officers of

42045

EARN $500

Good Luck to Everyone
Interviewing for the Position of
Editor-in-Chief for
The Murray State News!
Thanks Kristie Helms for doing
such a great job while you were
at the helm (get it, Helms helm), and good luck in
everything you do.
Sincerely,
The Murray State News

(7f{pfia qJeC~a p.1•
/'- wouU ~ to wefcomt

A Pull Line of Paint, Lumber. and Concrete Blocks
for Those Custom Shelf Unitsl
·

10% OFF for MSU FACULTY and STUDENTS
·Excluded: Sales Items, Cash and Carry,
and Special Orders

L01Je, your sisters

Bel-Air Shopping
Center
759-1390

Store houra:
Monday-Friday 7:30 a .m. - 1 p.m.
S.turcllly I a.m. • 4 p.m.
Sunday 1 p.m. - 5 p.m;

COUPON!

tJJr. Meg '13rown
as our new facufty advisor

fto
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GRANT
Continued from Page 1

your education because we're
discounting these students.''
The surcharge (the rate
incentive grant students
must pay in addition to instate tuition) was raised to
$400 per semester for the 1992
fall semester.
It is projected that the cost to
the University under this
proposal will be $1.27 million
for 1993-94 and be further
reduced to $1 million for
1995-96.
Recent changes in tuition
by the Council on Higher
Education would have raised
the 1993-94 budget to $1.8
million if no changes were
requested, according to the
recommendation .
The charge to the task force
on incentive grants was to
promote cost containment
while maintaining current
level of enrollment at MSU.
To increase the enrollment
at MSU, Kassing said the
University is branching out
past the traditional incentive
grant borders to recruit
prospective students and will
use the savings the proposed
change in incentive grants to
recruit students.
The $330,000 in savings to
the University under the
proposal would be used for
Mills Scholarships for
minority students, a two-year
supply of viewbooks which
promote the University and
an increase of $105,000 in the

Murray State News

March 4, 1993

FAMILY ·

unpaid leave during a oneyear period for childbirth,
adoption or the care of a sick
Incentive Grant
- - - - - - - - - • Continued from Page 1
·:·.·
member.
family
Recommendations for change in the Incentive grant program:
This policy also extends to
The family leave policy at
• Wlth the 1993 tall term award an annual Incentive Grant of $2,000 for both full-time graduate and underMurray State allows faculty the employee's own serious
graduate studttnts who meet the eliglbiHty requirements.
and staff members to take up health condition.
Murray State's plan will
to a six-month unpaid, job• That housing and full-time requiremen1s be maintained for all levels Including graduate students. Ho partsecured leave for caring for become effective on July 1.
The federal legislation
time students will receive the grant
sick
family
members
will
become effective in
including a seriously ill
August.
• That summer Incentive Grants be eliminated after the 1993 summer session.
parent, child or spouse.
"Our family leave plan is
The policy also includes
more
lenient," said Joyce
'.• Eliminate or significantly reduc~ the number of housing exemptlo~s. ~e Incentive Grant.program should
childbirth or adoption.
Gordon,
director of personnel
supers~e any university housing exemption policy.
· ··
.
·.,
.
This six month leave
applies if a faculty or staff at Murray State. "For once,
• ~nitlal savings go to recrultmentto supplement new market devetopm~nt and to the Mills '5cholar8hlp promember has exhausted we're ahead of what's being
required."
gram for attracting and retention of talented Kentucky African-American students.
vacation or sick leave days.
The Murray State policy
The
University
also
• That a committee be estabJished to .suggest an appropriate name to replac,e the title Incentive Grant
also specifies that the normal decided to extend the leave
period of absence which can policy to include sick family
Graphic by HEAntEA BEGLEY
be charged against sick members before the federal
school relations operating around in this service region always be Kentucky."
leave is six weeks for legislation became a hot
without walking into a
Kassing said that the way childbirth or adoption, and topic, Gordon said.
budget.
·
"I think if we present what community college," he said. MSU can compete with absences beyond this period
"Not only has it expanded,
Munay State is to a broader "We need to do a better job in colleges in other states is by following six weeks will be it has been responsible for
audience we will increase dealing with the choices promoting the quality of the changed to six month when family issues that have
make
about University.
our enrollment," Kassing students
supported by a doctor's arisen over the past few
To receive an incentive statement.
said . "Murray State's community colleges and a
years," Gordon said.
grant, out-of-state students in
The. University also will
academic reputation and four-year degree.
The University's policy
location I believe will be very
"Our primary market is the specified incentive grant cover basic life and health also includes a provision
appealing.
west Kentucky," he said. counties must be in the top insurance benefits during concerning coverage of life
third of his graduating class the leave, according to the
"The incentive grant "There's
and health
insurance
a
range
of with an AC!r score of 18 or in policy.
program was built around a scholarships and financial the top half of his class with a
benefits during the leave.
However, if both spouses
geographic argument, not aid that's available for west score of 21 on the ACT. He
Staff members are also
built around talent, not built Kentucky. This program must also be enrolled full- work at the University, then
pleased
with the family leave
only
one
spouse
will
be
around
academic change has nothing to do
at
the University.
policy
time
in
a
Baccalaureate
performance," he said. "I with that mission."
eligible for the leave
degree
program.
"Anything that gets you
just argue to spread the
benefits.
"That will always be our
"With the increase of the
geography . Open it up
The federal legislation, more time off and job
because this place is strong primary focus -- the effort to standard for getting the signed by President Bill security is good for staff and
get more Kentucky students incentive grant, which Clinton recently, requires faculty,"
said
Debbie
enough to do it.''
to come here." said Don makes it more academic, by all employers to grant Wagoner, president of Stoff
Kassing said a large Robertson, associate vice 1995 it (the cost to the
negative factor in recruiting president of student affairs, University) would go down employees up to 12 weeks of Congress.
students from Kentucky is "Don't get the impression from $1.6 to about a one
the
high
amount
of that by expanding into these million dollar budget," Phil
community colleges.
markets that we're backing Bryan, dean of admissions
Winfield said if the RSEC
"You can 't hardly turn off. Our emphasis will and registrar, said.
is used for basketball
practices, it might hinder
Continued from Page 1
MSU' s campaign to bring
entertainment to the area.
If Murray State were to use Basketball practices would
electricity supplied by the limit the dates the Center
Board of Regents March 13"I have not devoted any another budget cut, then the Murray Electric System, the would be available.
14.
funds to that," said President University will have to cost would be an estUnated
Because basketball practice
$28,800 per year, Rose IBid.
Officials have worked on a Ronald J. Kurth. "I would reexamine the budget.
can be shifted to a student
Another concern the Senate recreation center at SEMO;
budget plan for several like to do so, but I don't have
The
state
is
now
expresaed wa8 the possibility · special events at the center·
weeks, but there are the funds."
of the RSEC being u~ed for are easier to schedule during
Because there is not a withholding two percent in
currently no provisions for
basketball practices.
any type of built-in contingency plan already quarterly payments to the
basketball season.
contingency plan in this built into the budget for next state universities because of
year, if the state mandates budget deferments.
budget.

R~ommendatlons

FACULTY

Proposed budget lacks contingency plan
Staff Report

Although Murray State
University developed a
contingency plan for the
budget last fall as mandated
by the state, offici.als have not
included one in the budget
which will be presented to the

Rudy's Restaurant
60 years on the square
A taste of home cooking

CORN-AUSTIN®
®

Catfiah dinners on FrlciQ & . .turday
Frtday a a.m.A p.m.
Saturday 3 p.mA p.m.

YOUR

Have a Safe
and
Healthy
Spring Break

~ucK6eaa

HEADQUARTERS

1-lmbda Chi Alpha
J..P
Thanks

SGA
Judicial
Board Meeting

for a wonderful
Greek Fest

M~rch

18, 1993

3:30 p.m. in Curris

Center Auditorium
Available at stores
on campus

Murray Laundry Center
On campus Pick-up & Delivery
Laundry Service & Dry Cleaning
Laundry service 50~. lb. $5 mtn1mum
DELIVERY

PICK-UP
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

p.m. Hart
2:30 p.m. Clark
3 p.m. Elizabeth
2

3 p.m. Regents
Thursday

Friday

1993 Spring Iota Pledge Class
of

Theta Chi Delta

2 p.m. Richmond
2 p.m. Hart Hall
2:30 p .m. Franklln 2:30p.m. Clark
3 p.m. Springer
3 p.m. Elizabeth
2 p.m. Woods
2:30 p.m. White

Congrat!ft{ations

3:30 p.m. Richmond
p.m. Franklln

4

4:30 p.m. Springer

p.m. Hester
3:30 p.m. Woods
2:30p.m. Married 4 p.m. White
Housing
4:30p.m. Regents
2

3:30 p.m. Hester
4 p.m. Married Hous. ,
4:30 p.m. 16th & Olive
Next to MSU Security

For exact location or more 1nfonnatlon
call 759-2570

9(jm6er{y .9Ldams
fJ'onya t:Basinger
S lierri (jiffin
(jina Jiiggins
Lorie Leeper
We Love ~ou!!

fJ'ammi %a{{ory
Ttsa !McCay
.fll{{y 1UJutt
t:Befen S tuwe{{
Cliery{ Sunnquist

